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Brca1 Mouse Gene Knockout Kit (CRISPR)

Product data:

Product Type: Knockout Kits (CRISPR)

Format: 2 gRNA vectors, 1 mBFP-Neo donor, 1 scramble control

Donor DNA: mBFP-Neo

Symbol: Brca1

Locus ID: 12189

Components: KN302248G1, Brca1 gRNA vector 1 in pCas-Guide CRISPR vector (GE100002)
KN302248G2, Brca1 gRNA vector 2 in pCas-Guide CRISPR vector (GE100002)
KN302248BND, donor DNA containing left and right homologous arms and mBFP-Neo
functional cassette.
GE100003, scramble sequence in pCas-Guide vector

Disclaimer: These products are manufactured and supplied by OriGene under license from ERS. The kit is
designed based on the best knowledge of CRISPR technology. The system has been
functionally validated for knocking-in the cassette downstream the native promoter. The
efficiency of the knock-out varies due to the nature of the biology and the complexity of the
experimental process.

RefSeq: NM_009764

UniProt ID: P48754
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Summary: E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase that specifically mediates the formation of 'Lys-6'-linked
polyubiquitin chains and plays a central role in DNA repair by facilitating cellular responses to
DNA damage. It is unclear whether it also mediates the formation of other types of
polyubiquitin chains. The E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase activity is required for its tumor
suppressor function. The BRCA1-BARD1 heterodimer coordinates a diverse range of cellular
pathways such as DNA damage repair, ubiquitination and transcriptional regulation to
maintain genomic stability. Regulates centrosomal microtubule nucleation. Required for
normal cell cycle progression from G2 to mitosis. Required for appropriate cell cycle arrests
after ionizing irradiation in both the S-phase and the G2 phase of the cell cycle. Involved in
transcriptional regulation of P21 in response to DNA damage. Required for FANCD2 targeting
to sites of DNA damage. May function as a transcriptional regulator. Contributes to
homologous recombination repair (HRR) via its direct interaction with PALB2, fine-tunes
recombinational repair partly through its modulatory role in the PALB2-dependent loading of
BRCA2-RAD51 repair machinery at DNA breaks. Component of the BRCA1-RBBP8 complex
which regulates CHEK1 activation and controls cell cycle G2/M checkpoints on DNA damage
via BRCA1-mediated ubiquitination of RBBP8. Acts as a transcriptional activator (By
similarity). Inhibits lipid synthesis by binding to inactive phosphorylated ACACA and
preventing its dephosphorylation.[UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot Function]
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